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The big 4 challenges in society today…

CLIMATE & ENERGY SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITYDIGITALISATION

global energy
40 %

Buildings
consume

In commercial buildings, 
lighting represents up to 
30% of the energy 
consumed

30%

Lighting plays a major 
role in energy management

Source : DG Energy, EU Energy in figures 2012. World Bank 2022. JLL 2016.

$3/sq.ft.

Utilities
$30/sq.ft.

Buildings

$300/sq.ft.
Employees

Best 
Light

Right
Place

Correct 
Time

Buildings have been 
designed for People...

90%
We  spend

of our time 
in buildings

Increasing demand for 
connectivity and data

Change driven by 
legislation / certification

Building 
Automati
on and 
Control 
Systems

Occup
ancy HVAC

Energy

Health 
and 

securit
y

Lightin
g

92%

Energy Price 
Index

Increase
2  3   %

Data volume

Increase (CAGR)

2024
CSRD

Standard
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Real appetite for 
digitalisation: Indoor Intelligent 
Building 

Hardware

Software and 
Services

Larger opportunity



We have to work with what we have got

80%

of commercial 
buildings are 

obsolete 

and will still be 
in use by 2050

65%

Energy savings 

from high quality, 
well optimised  

intelligent lighting

+



Intelligent building / lighting upgrades impact many stakeholders…

Current perception of “Intelligent” lighting is poorMore a burden than an opportunity and slows adoption

The Implementation of them causes a lot of pain points

Lots of wires Complex 
programming

And install

Prone to human 
errors / mis-use

Are we saving 
as much as 
they claim?

Only controls lightDepreciating 
assets

How secure is it? My light is too 
bright / too 

dim

Building OwnerSecurity Specifier / 
Purchaser

Facilities 
Maintenance

Compliance & 
Management

Users and 
Occupants

I .T Manager Installers

Incompatible Complex and 
expensive  to 

maintain

Expensive / 
Difficult  to 

recycle

Who has access? What data is 
collected?

Its too hot / 
too cold?

What’s the 
return on 

investment?

Layers of cables

Failures - What 
went wrong / 

where?

Do I understand 
enough about 

Cyber Security?

I want control 
of my space

How do I 
integrate this in 

to other systems?

Neglected 
infrastructure

Are we meeting 
ESG/CSR targets?

Its not working 
as I expected

Complicated to 
specify & 
purchase

How do I ensure security? Long, Painful 
and disruptive 

implementation

HW and SW 
maintenance!

Do I have the budget 
for this?

Is it future-proof? Do I have the 
right skills?

Am I buying the 
right solution?



Li
gh

tin
g Well designed

High quality

Optimised

Qualified Bluetoothâ mesh



Qualified Bluetoothâmesh helps meet these challenges?

Multi-facetted, holistic approach

Wireless

Trusted and well 
adopted

Natively 
available

Open standardInteroperable
FW to Cloud

Scalable Secure

Resilient Future-proof

Natively reliable
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Centralised Controls De-centralised/Distributed Controls

Large amount of central hardware 
needed especially at scale

Resources are embedded to device 
at the edge

A whole control system at each 
luminaire

No single point of failure Easy to scale  

Global standard with secure
communication VC 737955

IOT Foundation incorporating device, mobile 
and web application products - 2021

Centralised Controls De-centralised/Distributed Controls
Complex programming tools Intuitive software (mobile/web apps)

Proximity based identification (RSSI)Lack of touch time with target



It all starts with
a powerful 
Multi-functional
Sensor built on
Bluetooth® technology

SylSmart
Connected

VC 737955

IOT Foundation incorporating device, 
mobile and web application products

Fine-grain 
Motion 
sensing

Durable 
wireless 
antenna

Integrated
hardware

Easy installation
L/E/N

Qualified 
Bluetoothâ

mesh

Program via 
web/app

Photocell

Maximise energy 
saving

Secure

Cyclic Keys
Message 

sequencing

On board 
microprocessor

and memoryReplaceable / 
Upgradeable

Data capable 
plug and play 

w/driver

D4I

â



Maximum comfort and efficiency 
with minimal disruption

Installed all over
your building

Exceptional motion coverage

No additional hardware or wiring

Granular control

De-centralised lighting
control at its best



Dramatically reduced installation time

Modern, intuitive tools = Rapid programming

Configure offsite Optimise onsite

Save time on site

Control costs

Minimal disruption 
to end user

Traditional Installation

Mobile appWeb platform

1| Plan
Define your needs
Floor plan

2| Design
Create project in app
Define lighting zones
Define lighting scenes

3| Implement
Add devices to network

Optimise configuration

4| Optimise

Cloud stored 
and secured

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

SylSmart

VC 737955

IOT Foundation incorporating device, mobile and 
web application products



Optimised light

All the features you expect from a 
lighting control system… Daylight sensingLight levels and 

colour temperature

Grouping 
and lighting 
scenes

Occupancy



…and more!

Optimised light

All the features you expect from a 
lighting control system…

Faster to set up

Easier to manage

More secure

Better flexibility

Highly accelerated 
commissioning

Intuitive user-
friendly app

End to end through -
life security

Auto settings and 
manual options



“SylSmart is good to install as no additional cabling is 
required unlike a system that is not integrated into the 
luminaire – this is unique.”

ABDEL HAMROUN, Operations Manager, Atalian

ATALIAN

Before After

120 qualified Bluetoothâ mesh devices

Zero downtime



Smart lighting combined
with attractive design

“As designers, we have to thank Sylvania for the close 
collaboration during the process of creating 
a specific luminaire for this project, integrating the 
SylSmart system, which makes a big difference with 
respect to any installation in use. The easy operation of 
the system is highly appreciated, so that the client only 
has to focus their energies on their work.”

Alberto Casado Cárdaba, Estudio Q Arquitectos

JACOBACCI ABRIL, SPAIN

118 qualified Bluetoothâ mesh devices

No additional wiring



BOEVERBOS, BELGIUM

Installed in 3 weeks

Commissioned easily by installer

Installation in phases – less disruption

773 qualified Bluetoothâ mesh devices

Futureproof and IOT ready

No central controller needed

“SylSmart allows us to replace devices in a truly short 
time and allows us to configure them per room/zone 
and area. 

A major advantage is implementation in phases across 
buildings while allowing occupants to continue working. 
There is therefore minimal disruption to the end-user.”

TINO BRACKE 
Project manager Relighting, Quintiens NV
(Veolia Group)



Equally at home in warehouse 
and production areas

“Optimised light is a clear benefit that
can be seen throughout the property. 

The ability to control the lighting and adapt 
it to local needs is great and it facilitates 
easy maintenance.”

ALAIN THIBIEROZ, Maintenance Manager - GMdP

Dramatic energy savings

Easy maintenance – no downtime

GRAND MOULINS, PARIS



Total energy & carbon savings of

83%
verified by

WOLUWE SHOPPING CENTRE

SylSmart Energy verified
energy efficiency of new 
intelligent lighting, with ROI 
<1.4year

62 tons of CO2
saved per year

Helped identify faulty timers, 
achieving a cost saving of 
30% when the issue was 
rectified

Before After

PARKING AT W OLUW E

Visual comfort: Fully optimised

Cost savings: Easy installation - No re-wiring



The story 
continues
How qualified Bluetoothâ mesh helps
deliver value beyond lighting control



What are Building owners looking for?

Location Services
28%

Security & 
Access

24%
Lighting control

17%

Environmental 
Data
10%

HVAC
10%

Fire & Life 
Safety

7%

Others
4%

Source: Smart Building 2021 Survey



In a conventional world this is achieved with…

Location Services
28%

Security & 
Access

24%
Lighting control

17%

Environmental 
Data
10%

HVAC
10%

Fire & Life 
Safety

7%

Others
4%

Source: Smart Building 2021 Survey

Multiple layers of services

Multiple layers of software and vendors

Different screens for each = Complex 

Multiple layers of powered infrastructure

A mixture of protocols, gateways and hubs



Luminaires now integrate new features

Controls

Connected

Fixed

Lighting has become more than just light

Powered

Feature 
integration

â



Luminaires now integrate new features

Lighting has become more than just light
Feature 

integration

Powered

Connected

Fixed Controls

â



We can collect a wealth of data from 
multiple sources - ready for 
transmission

â

â



We can collect a wealth of data
ready for transmission

â

â



The digitalisation of light
The world of semiconductors rapidly changing the function of lighting

Fluorescent 
T5

Electronic 
Gear Data collection

POWER DISTRIBUTION DATA HARVESTING SERVICE DELIVERY

Fluorescent 
T8

Magnetic Gear

Traditional Lighting

LED Technology

LEDification Age

LED DriversDALI 
Communication

Wireless 
Communication

Onboard sensing Onboard 
processing

Feature Integration Age

Anchorin
g

Camera 
Sensing

Distributed 
Processin

g

Advanced 
Services

Lighting 3.0

Power Delivery - USB Power Delivery - Wireless



The digitalisation of light
The backbone of the digital building through Bluetooth mesh

DATA HARVESTING

A Bluetoothâ Backbone for data

Single network Easy to deploy and manage



The digitalisation of light
The backbone of the digital building through Bluetooth mesh

DATA HARVESTING

A Bluetoothâ Backbone for data

Single network Easy to deploy and manage

All over your building



Designed for large scale communication from device to cloud

Qualified Bluetooth mesh enables a standardised data transfer from device to cloud

Not all Modern Protocols are suited to meeting these needs  

Qualified                                   mesh

Fu
ll 

St
ac

k

Better suited to high 
bandwidth

Low Energy

Scaling issues

No application 
layer

Proprietary 
implementation

Better suited to high 
bandwidth

Scaling issues

No application 
layer

Proprietary 
implementation

Congested 
network

Security issues

Reliability issues

Ideal for super low 
energy applications

Scaling issues

Incompatibility 
issues

Proprietary 
implementation

Security issues

Bandwidth 
issues

Reliability issues

Availability 
issues

Better suited to 
consumer market

Scaling issues

Incompatibility 
issues

Availability 
issues

Better suited to 
consumer market

No application 
layer

Best for LPWANs

No application 
layer

Infrastructure 
heavy

Bandwidth 
issues

High relative 
latency



Intelligent lighting is just the foundation

Data Acquisition and Service Delivery thanks to lighting as a service

Connected
Buildings

New Product areas
(Energy Meters, PV, Indoor Location)

Platform
Front End / Back end

Data 
Acquisition

Intelligent 
Lighting Controls:

Gateway:
Central Control 

and connectivity

VAS - Beyond Lighting
- Applications

- API
Service 
Delivery

Intelligent 
Buildings

â â â



A world of new 
digital 
propositions
SylSmart
Connected Pro



What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh

Global Oversight

Visualise Key data 
from multiple sites

High frequency 
data enabling near 
real time insights

sylsmartuser@sylvania-lighting.com

*************
Dive in to a 
dashboard for each

Available in Light and Dark 
Theme



Monitor Assets Precisely

Manage assets 
holistically

Per device metrics

Create views that 
suit you

Emergency devices

What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh



Proactively Identify Issues

Receive custom 
notifications when 
things go wrong

Know exactly 
where and why

Minimise costs, 
downtime and 
disruption

What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh



Analyse Energy Use

Granular 
understanding

Enable analysis & 
comparisons

Strategise your 
path to net zero

-15%

-25%

-50%

What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh



Understand the use of Space

Space Analytics
Make better use of meeting rooms 
and desks – Ideal for Flex desk Office

Meeting rooms are only used 39% of 
the time and on average at only 19% 
capacity

Average occupancy of desks is 
maximum 60%

ABI Research ‘13, & AWA

Open API

Swagger

Reducing cleaning 
and security costs
Using data from the lighting 
system has reduced by 15% 
cleaning cost in 5500m2 building.

High  density sensor network covers 
entire building

What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh



Ensure Safety and Compliance

Deliver instant 
compliance 
documents

Monitor areas for 
security

Open API

Swagger

What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh



Augment other systems

Open API

Swagger

SmartConnect
3rd party API integration

Real-time 
Location Services**

WayfindingLocate People 
& Things

HVAC

Environment

Emergency 
Response

Smart 
Surveillance

Workflow 
Optimisation

Safety & Security

Other Systems

Meeting 
booking

Air Quality Temp.

Dynamic Floor
Management
Effect 4 x larger savings 
than lighting alone by turning 
off all non-essential energy 
systems

BMS Integration
Sharing occupancy data 
between the lighting system 
and BMS reduces energy 
consumption by 20%3

3. McKinsey 2015

BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INTEGRATION

What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh



And there are a lot more possibilities

Location Based Services Asset Tracking and many more…

What we can do with the data thanks to qualified mesh



SmartConnect
3rd party API 
integration

Real-time 
Location Services**

WayfindingLocate 
People 

& Things

HVAC

Environment

Emergency 
Response

Smart 
Surveillance

Workflow 
Optimisation

Safety & Security

Other 
Systems

Meeting 
booking

Air 
Quality

Temp.

A world of new digital propositions

SylSmart
Services

Enabling 
hardware

API Access

Asset Tracking

Central Emergency

Environment analytics

Va
lu

e-
ad

de
d 

se
rv

ic
es

Pro Connect API

Lighting Data +

SylSmart
Connected Pro

Remote Control

Status ON/OFF

Schedules

Pro Lite

Adv.Remote Control

Lighting Energy

Fault reporting

Occupancy Analytics

Pro Prime

SYLSMART CONNECTED PRO

SylSmart Connected
Lighting Infrastructure

CORE



The Digitalisation of lighting. 
Burden or opportunity? 
How Bluetooth® qualified mesh is changing the 
role of lighting in the intelligent building

Edward Lees – Head Of Technical Product Development

Digital Solutions and Services

Thank you

www.sylvania-lighting.com


